
DISCO cross-matter AI enables organizations to build AI models that span multiple 

matters. These models allow organizations to leverage work product from other 

matters in their organization to categorize documents efficiently and accurately 

from day one of a new matter.

The idea of using data across matters naturally raises concerns about the privacy 

and security of client data. The design of the cross-matter AI system intentionally 

addresses these concerns to guarantee that your data is secure throughout 

the process. 

DISCO Cross-matter AI:  
Privacy and Security
Explicitly designed to protect client data

Key points
There is a common misconception that sharing learnings from artificial intelligence across 
cases inherently creates a risk of data being shared. While this risk exists with traditional 
“bag of words”-based support vector machine (SVM) algorithms, DISCO uses fundamentally 
different technology and has built a system that ensures your data remains secure.

 ■ There is no known technique to reverse-engineer the data that was used to train 
our AI models, so using models across matters does not put data from the individual 
matters at risk of being shared. 

 ■ DISCO’s cloud-native infrastructure allows cross-matter AI models to access the 
data they need for training without taking the data out of the matter, so the training 
process does not create a security risk. 

 ■ When a matter is deleted, the data from that matter is removed as well. As a result, 
no new models can be trained on that data, but existing models can still be used for 
as long as they provide good results.
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The design and inherent nature of DISCO’s AI models protect 
your data.
Due to the design and inherent nature of DISCO’s AI models, there is no known technique to reverse 
engineer the data that was used to train the models. Unlike the traditional AI learning technology — 
such as the “bag of words”-based SVM models used by most other vendors — DISCO’s cross-matter 
AI models are driven by abstract semantic representations rather than keywords or phrases. Thus, 
DISCO does not need to store keywords or phrases in its AI models. 

Specifically, the input to DISCO AI models consists of text tokens, each of which is then converted 
to a vector of 300 numbers using a technology called fastText. A DISCO AI model learns to respond 
to these representations but does not record which representations it has seen. Therefore, it is 
not possible to reconstruct the original client data from the AI model. 

DISCO’s platform architecture ensures your data remains secure.
When training cross-matter AI models, the data remains within the review database for the original 
matter at all times. Because data is encrypted and stored within the cloud at Amazon Web Services 
(AWS), only a model-training process with appropriate permissions can access the data from each 
matter as needed without storing any copies. Consequently, no data needs to be removed from 
the matter in order to enable the training of cross-matter models.  

Only data from active matters can be used to train cross-matter 
AI models. 
When a matter is removed from DISCO’s systems or moved to Vault, the data from that matter is 
no longer available for training new cross-matter AI models. The existing cross-matter AI models 
trained using this data are retained for use within the organization as long as they provide a benefit 
to the user. As a result, it is important for an organization that relies on cross-matter AI models to 
continually refresh and renew the data sources that are used to train a cross-matter AI model, since 
only the currently active matters are used to train new models. 

Each time a new model is trained, it is tested against reserved data from the currently active matters 
in order to assess its quality. If an older AI model trained on data no longer present in the system 
produces better predictions than a newer AI model trained on the current data, the older model will 
be used to provide cross-matter tag predictions. It is important to realize, however, that the quality 
of older models can only be assessed on data from the currently active matters, so the owner of 
the cross-matter AI model should keep active data sources available for testing purposes.

Start using cross-matter AI today
DISCO has explicitly designed its AI models and platform infrastructure to ensure that client data is 
secure at all times, whether that data came from an active matter or a matter that has been deleted. 
As a result, you can safely leverage the AI learnings from across your organization to make your 
reviews more efficient and accurate.


